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Japan Air Gases, a unit of Air Liquide, plans to spend -&eurolSM (US -$21.7M) to build a new 
electronics material center in the Harima Science Park in Ako, Hyogo (northwest of Osaka), complementing 
two other such centers in Tsukuba and Ina. The new site, to be operational sometime next year, will focus on 
silane bundle transfilling and other high-value molecules, with capacity for further expansion. 

Samsung Electronics Co. Ltd. says it has developed a 64Gb multilevel cell NAND flash memory chip using 
30nm process technology, built using double-patterning lithography, with commercial chips ready in about a 
year. 

Making official what had been reported for weeks, Sony and Toshiba have announced an agreement to 
transfer Sony's Cell microprocessor production lines to Toshiba under a new joint venture, reportedly at a 
price approaching Y lOOB (about US $870M). 

Days after reportedly picking a winning bidder for its semiconductor business auction, Sanyo Electric Co. 
has changed its mind and will keep the unit after all, blaming difficulties by its suitor to raise money from 
investors due to the US subprime mortgage woes. The company now says it will retain and expand the 
business 'as a key operation in its component and device division" of its parent group. 

EUROFOCUS 

A new publiclprivate R&D initiative will replace the MEDEA+ program for European cooperative R&D in 
microelectronics, which is set to expire in 2008 after seven years of watching over three generations of 
CMOS technology and work on fields ranging from smart cards, image sensors, and automotive electronics. 
Unlike predecessors JESSI, MEDEA, and MEDEA+, which split programs into technology and applications 
subprograms, CATRENE (Cluster for Application and Technology Research in Europe on NanoElectronics), a 
4-8 year program requiring about &euro6B/year (US $8.658), will emphasize convergence, focusing on large 
identified application markets from which required technologies will be derived. 

AMD, Carl Zeiss SMT, and Qimonda AG are forming a &eurolZM (US -$17.4M) 'innovation center" in 
Dresden, Germany ("Silicon Saxony"), under a larger "Nanoanalysis" project to develop new analytical and 
characterization methods for next-gen chip development. The center will utilize ultrahigh-resolution particle 
beam systems to image, analyze, and process specimens in support of characterization of 3D semiconductor 
structures and development of new materials for chip fabrication. 
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